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SPRING-SUMMER 2023 CAMPAIGN:  

A NEVER-ENDING STORY 

 
 
The new American Vintage Spring-Summer 2023 campaign has been shot in 
Athens and features a new gallery of authentic and intimate portraits that 
resonate with the city. 
 
 
OPEN CASTING 
 
This season, American Vintage continues with its democratic approach to fashion and 
open castings. After Barcelona and Berlin, the brand's Spring-Summer 2023 looks are 
presented in Athens, along with the many faces that embody them. Basking in the sun, 
Hercules, Ros, Nikos and Edvokia present their own unique style and the ties that bind 
them to others, the world and their city. 
 
“American Vintage is going beyond fashion and becoming the brand for the people who 
live with their clothes. Curious people. Bold people. By casting local models and profiles 
for each of our campaigns, we celebrate accidental encounters." 
- Jenny Lazzarelli, American Vintage Image Director 
 
ATHENS, FROM PETRALONA TO PIRAEUS 
 
This multi-faceted, rocky and dramatic Greek city presents both varied and powerful 
landscapes of ocean and concrete. Rough edges are celebrated and laid bare in the 
realistic manner of a documentary. The lens of German photographer Jonas Unger 
reveals a realistic and spontaneous aesthetic. This designer has lived in Athens for 
several years and brings his intimate knowledge of the city and its inhabitants to the 
campaign. 
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“For us, Athens was an obvious choice. American Vintage was born in Marseilles, and 
urban energy and the power of natural landscapes are in its DNA. This paradox shines 
through this new campaign.” 
- Jenny Lazzarelli, American Vintage Image Director 
 
FOR EVERYONE, WITHOUT DISTINCTION 
 
Since its inception in 2005, American Vintage has catered to all ages, looks, locations 
and lifestyles. As proof of this, in the autumn of 2022, this French brand launched 
American Vintage Kids, its very first children's line for 3- to 11-year-olds. This is a 
fresh opportunity to express its commitment to unisex, and now intergenerational, 
designs. 
 
REDESIGNED ESSENTIALS 
 
American Vintage's classics can be mixed and matched at will - white cotton t-shirts, 
raw denim or layered fleece pieces. But redesigned essentials in bright colours, bold 
prints or unexpected materials also offer more options. In the sunlight, silky cupro 
dresses, summery deckchair stripes or mid-season jackets (with goffered, checked 
and oversized options) offering a show as delightful as those who wear them. 
 
Essential back story: 
Michaël Azoulay founded the American Vintage brand in Marseille in 2005, inspired 
by the United States. He had been struck by the vast open spaces and the relaxed 
atmosphere they create, and decided to redesign that most timeless basic, the T-shirt. 
The collections have grown season by season, structured around increasingly 
detailed pieces. American Vintage now offers men's, women's and children's ranges, 
where colours and materials, the brand's DNA, generate excitement. 
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